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ABSTRACT

Postwar 4eclines in the economic bases of large older cities can

be l~nked, in part, to the increasing numbers of low-income minor,ities

that have come to be housed within their borders. Since the groundwork

for these changes lay with decades of black cityward migration from the

South and a substantial suburbanward movement of central city whites during

the immediate postw~r years, present-day policymakers have now become con

cerned over the migration side effects that may be imbedded in proposed

urban programs--although often on the basis of little empirical eviaence.

This analysis employs data from several census .sources to estimate the

aggregate consequences that race-specific movement streams have imposed on

the·economic bases of large central cities during two postwar intervals.

Decreases in city revenue-producing capacity directly attributable to both

black in-migration and white "flight" are not found to be large in either the

late 1950s or late 19605 and, due to changes in the volume and selectivity of

movement, the adverse effects of both streams appear to be decreasing over

time. In contrast, th~ nonmigrating black residential population has increased

its influence on the demographic and economic structure of large Northern 'central

cities.
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Black In-Migration, White Flight,

And The Changit;l8 Economic Base of the Central City

Postwar, 'changes in· the population ..compositions .of large oider central

'cities, brought about by. the selective ·processes o~ intrametropo1itan resid~n-

tia1 mobility and interregiona~ migration, have contributed substantially to

the fiscal problems these cities are now experiencing (Gorham and Glazer" 1976;

Clark et al., 1976). The extensive suburbanward movement of upper and middle

in~ome central city families, which has become a dominant feature of intra-

metropolitan population dynamics since the late 1940s, served.to redistribute a

good deal of the metropolitan area's tax base out of the central core. As a

'consequence, a more disadvantaged population has been left behind which con-

tributes less to, and demands more from, city financial resources (Hirsch, 1971) .'"

A key 'e1emen~ in this redistribution for central cities outside the South '

has been the gradual. but steady change' in their racial compositions. The seeds

of this change were sown with the city-directed migration of relatively low-

skilled Southern blacks that occurred over several decades prior to World War II

(Hamilton, 1964; Farley, 1968). Because the suburbanization phenomenon has been

c?rifined almost exclusively to the white population (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1965a;

Schnore et al., 1976; Frey, 1978b), the black share of central city populations

has increased noticeably over the past thirty years. In short, black movement

both into and within the metropolitan area is restricted to the central .city.,

while 'white movement occurs on a metropolitan-wide basis. As a result, the high

levels of 'poverty and unemployment that have come to be concentrated among urban

blacks have also come to be concentrated within large central cities.
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Terrell (1971) undertook a comparative analysis of 46 large central

cities to empirically estimate the consequences that each city's nonwhite

residential population effected on 1960 city revenues and expenditures, as

a function of tnat population's lower aggregate income level and increased

demand for locally financed services. Findings from this study show that the

net per capita costs imposed by nonwhites on the white populations of these

cities were high--averaging about $15 across the sample; and that an im-

portant part of these costs had to do with the lower revenue-producing

capacity of nonwhites. Employing median family income as an indicator of city

revenue-producing capacity, Terrell contrasted the actual 1960 capacity of

each city, ~ith that which would be expected in the absence of its nonwhite

"d 1resJ. ents. This comparison makes plain that in those. Northern central cities,

which served as primary destinations during the massive South-to-North black

migration, fiscal capacities are lowered significantly by the presence o~ a

non~hite population. Median income levels for 1960 in Chicago, Philadelphia, and

Detroit, for example, are lowered by $700, $633, and $702, respectively.

Aware of past migration patterns, and recognizing the strong link between

a city's population composition and its economic base, urban analysts are now

becoming sensitized to indirect migration effects that may be imbedded in

programs and. strategies that are proposed to deal with various urban problems.

Of particular concern are migration effects which lead to changes in the city's

racial composition.

When the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (1968) recommended

that interim federal assistance be provided to poverty-ridden city ghettos until

greater metropolitan-wide residential integration could be aChieved, critics

charged that such "ghetto gilding" would promote an in-migration of low income
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Southern blacks as well as an increased sub~rban out-movement of central city

whites--each leading to further deteriorad.on of the city's economic viability

(Kain and P.ersky, 1969; Harrison, 1974). Recent, more modest proposals to encourage

jobcr'~ation within declining central .cities for the benefit of their poor and

minority residents (The President's Urban and Regional Policy Group, 1978), a':!=e

also criticized because they would provide added incentives for these popu1a:-

ti~ns to accumulate within areas which can least afford to retain them (Kristo1,

1978). Finally, remedies called for to deal with another urban prob1em--the

racial segregation of school children--have be~n scored because of the addi

2tiona1 white "flight" they are seen to promote.

Such concerns with unintended migration consequences of urban strategies

directed to other purposes can be contrasted ivith an increased interest toward

implementing policies explicitly designed to attract back to the city a larger ,,'

share of the metropolitan middle class white population (Stanfield, 1976; City.

of Seattle, 1977; Wilkens, 1978). Recent trends toward smaller families,

childless couples, and dual career households, as well as financial constraints

associated with rising suburban housing prices and the greater costs of commut-

ing, have all been cited as factors that might facilitate a "return to the city"

movement (Alonso, 1977; Sternlieb and Ford, 1978); case study accounts in both

the scholarly artd popular literature provide some evidence that a return is a1-

ready underway in mCl,ny older, declining city centers (Crier and Grier, 1977;

Fleetwood, 1979; Alpern, 1979). Although it is generally recognized that the
"

population ·sizes of these cities will continue to shrink, the return of upper

income whites is looked upon as a means toward slowing the pace of tax base

erosion, if not as a stimulus toward central city revival (Subcommittee on the

City, 1977; The President's Urban and Regional Policy Group, 1978)! '.
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This increased attention to migration incentives and disincentives notwith-

standing~ empirical evidence which demonstrates the aggregate consequences that

contemporary racial movement streams impose on the economic bases of larger,

older central cities is virtually nonexistent. The demographic dat.a usually

cited for individual cities refl~ct population changes rather than movement

stream contributicns, while inferences to the latter tend to be drawn from

national survey data which aggregates the experiences of all cities

within broad region and size classes (Barabba, 1975). Individual city surveys

have yielded some relevant information (Grier and Grier, 1977; Sternlieb and

Ford, 1978; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976), although one cannot

estimate precisely economic base contributions for all movement streams by

race. The most appropriate data to investigate such race and movement effects

for individual cities--aggregate migration data from the census--cannot be

3
obtained directly for this purpose; and to date, no rigorous attempt has been

made to ~mploy them in order to examine this issue indirectly.

Demographic studies which do exist on recent racial migration

patterns suggest that the negative fiscal consequences accompanying

both black metropolitan in-migration and white suburban "flight" may

be somewhat less severe than in years past. The in-migration of blacks

to large Northern cities has levelled off considerably during the

19605 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971a; 1915), and the selectivity

of black in-migrants with respect to measures of socioeconomic status

has come to resemble the positive selectivity patterns of white in-

migrants (Taeuberand Taeuber, 1965b; Farley, 1976). White intrametropo1itan

redistribution might still be characterized as a suburban dir'ected "circulation

of elite,s" (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1964); however, available evidence suggests that
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the magnitude of white city-to-suburb movement has riot increas~d over time
..;

. and, in some large cities, has tapered off from;:1950s' levels (Long, 1975;

Speare~ Goldstein, and Frey, 1975; Farley, 1976).

The analyses presented below were prepared to examine explicitly how.

black in-migration to the city, white city""to-suburb residential mobility,

and other race-specific. movement· streams have operated to affect the economic

bases of selected large central c~ties during two postwar intervals, 1955-60

and 1965-70. Although available census tabulations do not permit a direct

assessment of these effects, an indirect standardization procedure using pub-

lished race .and occupation-employment migration tabulations for individual cities

from the 1960 and 1970 censuses (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 196'3; 1973a), and

income tabulations· from the 1/100 State Public Use Sample files of 1960 and

1970 census records (U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1971b; 1972) is employed to derive-

empirically based estimates. Eight of the twelve cities in tbis study are

located outside the South and served as primary destinations during the large

migration of Southern blacks to the North and the West. The four remaining

cities are located in the Southern r~gion (as defined by the Census) and con

tain sizeable black populations within their borders. In light of the demo-

graphic literature cited above, we would anticipate .that the negative fiscal

consequences of present black in-migration to large Northern and Western cities

are less severe than many urban analysts fear. The deleterious effects of

whitetity-to-suburb flight, we hypothesize,are still significant but to a
,.,

1esse,r extent than was the case in the immediate postwar period.

Following the approach Terrell. (1971) used to evaluate the. entire non-

white population's impact'on city revenue-producing capacity, we examine the

Change in each city's mean income level that would be expected in the absence

of one or more race-specific movement streams, where the per capita income level
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of the resident male civilian labor. force population is employed as an

4
indica~or of city revenue-producing capacity. Migration effects on the

city's economic base, as assessed here, reflect both the volume 'and

revertue-producin& capacity of individual~ in each black and white movement

stre~m. Therefore, the results will be examined in three stages:

(1) the aggregate change each stream exert~ on the end-of-period

city population size; (2) the mean income levels for individuals in each

movement stream; and (3) the aggregate impact that. each stream exerts

on the city's end-of-period mean income level.

METHODOLOGY, DATA, AND SELECTION OF CITIES

Methodology

The methodology for this investigation is based on a decomposition of
.,

each city's end-of-period male civilian labor force into resid~nt and move-
.. -

ment stream population components defined according to residence location at the be-

ginning ~f the period. Assuming that all individuals in the analysis are

alive at both the beginning and end of the migration interval (i.e., the mi-

~cation status of individuals who die during the interval would not alter

the end-of-period population size,and births occurring over the interval

do not affect the labor force population), migration induced change in the

city's end-of-period size is a function of the sizes of components: same city

residents throughout the period (GG); in-migrants to the city from outside the

SMSA (IG); suburb-to-city movers within the SMSA (SG); out-migrants from the'

city to points outside the SMSA (OC); and city-to-suburbmovers within the SMSA

(CS). This decomposition preserves the important analytic distinction between

intrametropolitan residential ~obility streams (CS, SC) and inter-labor market

migration streams (IC, OC),as each type of stream is subject to quite different

area- and l'ace-specific influences (Frey, 197&).
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Using subscripts wand b to denote the white and black populations,

respectively, one can define the actual end-of-p~riod central city population

(CP) as;

(1)

A hypotheticalend-of-:-period population. (CP*), which would result if all of·

the movement streams had not taken place over the course of the interval,

can be denoted as:

(2)

These relationships enable one to specify several hypothetical end-of-

period populations (CP*) which would have resulted from the absen~e of one

or more race-specific movement streams:; by subtracting from the ri.ght-hand side

of equation (1) any of its last four terms; or by adding to that side of the

equation any of the last four terms in equation (2). ·For example, the end-of-

period city population resulting from the absence of black inmigration can be

specified as CP*= CP - rC
b

and that resulting from an assumption of no white

city-to-suburb "flight" over the interval would be CP* = CP +Cs
w

Migration-induced change in the city's end-of-period mean income level can

be arrived at in similar fashion. The actual mean income level for the popula-

tion of city labor force males at the end of the period (YCp ) is equivalent

to the weighted average of meari income values for each race-specific resident

and movement ·stream popula tion as follows:

Yep • (Ycc.wccw + YCC.bccb + Y1C.wICw + Y1C.bICb + Ysc.wscw + YSC.bSCb)
CP

where

(3)

Y = the end-of-~eriodper capita income for the metropolitan area's civilian
XX.r

labor force males in resident or movement stream population XX, and

of race r,

'\and the hypothetical mean in'come resulting from no movement over the interval
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(CP* in equation (2» can be specified as:

(Ycc.vccv + YCC.bccb + Y~c.woCw + YdC.hoCb + Ycs.wcsw + YCS.bcSb) (4)
tep* • cp*

Alternative hypothetical city income levels (YCP*) based on the assump

tion that various movement streams did or did not take place can be calculated

in like manner. Following our earlier examples, the assumed absence of black
, .

in-migration would bri~g abo~t an end-of-period income level of:

YCpCP - YIC.bICb
CP - ICb

and the absence of white city-to-suburb movement over the interval would result

in an end-of-period mean income level of

YcpCP + YCS.wCSw •
YCP* = CP + CP

w

The hypothetical estimates arrived atby this decomposition technique are

based on an assumption that the observed end-of-period per capita income and

labor force participation levels for each resident and movement stream popula-

tiOn would have occurred in the absence of migration. This assumption is not an

unreasonable one for same-city residents (CC) and intrametropolitan movers (CS,

88), because such movement is generally not employment-related (Simmons, 1968;

Speare, Goldstein, and Frey, 1975). However, it is inconsistent with empirical

research on inter-labor market migration which suggests that the latter responds

to employment and wage differentials between origin and destination labor mar-

kets (Greenwood, 1975; Ritchey, 1976). The observed sizes and per capita income

levels for the SMSA inmigrant and outmigrantcomponents (IC, OC), are likely to

represent overestimates of those that would be obtained in the absence of migra-

tion. Hence, our findings tend to overstate the negative fiscal consequences

of black and white migration streams leading from the central city to destinations

outside the SMSA.
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Data and Estimation' Procedures

Several of the migration and income parameters that are required for the

relationships presented above cannot be obtained from available 'data sources

and must be estimated in an indirect manner. Least problematic in this respect

are the reside.ntand movement stream population components on the right-hand

sides of equations (1) and (2). "Most of these values for the 1955-60 and

1965-70 periods can be obtained from census data appearing in the parallel

Mobility for Metropolitan Area subject reports (U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1963; 1973a) which tabulate the reported 1955 (or 1965) city, suburb, and out

side metropolitan area residence locations for 1960 (or 1970) central city and

suburb residents of individual SMSAs.o This information permits us to calculate

race-specific values of components, CC, Ie, SC, and CS for white and nonwhite

labor force males in 1960 and for black and nonblack labor force males in 1970.

(For ease of exposition, race-specific findings will be discussed in terms of

"whites" and ."blacks" for both intervals.) . The census data can be further dis

aggregated on the basis of a la-category occupation-employment. status classifica

tion (distinguishing unemployed males and employed civilian males according to

nine broad occupation classes) so that the above migration parameters can be cal

culated specific to each race and employment~occupation st~tus category. The

latter disaggregation' is used in the estimation of the. remaining migration com

ponent, the per·c:apita income values required for equations (3) and (4), and in

the allocation of NAs in the published migration data 5
."

The migration component, OC, cannot be obtained directly from census data.

While the Mob ility for Metropolitan Area subj ec t reports (U. S. Bureau of the

Census, 1963, 1973a) do tabulate the number of 1960 (or 1970) residents outside

each metropolitan area who reported residing there in 1955 (or 1965), these indi

viduals are not designated according to central city, or suburb location within

the metropolitan area--a tabulation that would be necessary to compute the OC values.

I
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However, race-specific OC values can be indirectly estimated from these

data, disaggregated by occupation-employment categories within racial

groups, if it is assumed that out-migration rates for metropolitan whites and

blacks with:i,n each occupation-employment subgroup hold for c'entral city whites

and blacks within each occupation-employment subgroup.6 (See the Appendix for fur-

ther details on the computati~ns of each migration parameter from. census data.)

The most significant shortcoming of the censu~ migration tabulations, for

purposes of the present study, lies with the lack of detailed income information

(see footnote 3). To obtain the required per capita income values for race-

specific resident and movement stream populations (Y
XX

.
r
), the following indirect

standardization procedure is employed: first, per capita income levels are es-

timated for occupation-employment status categories of each race-specific resident

and movement stream population; and second, these estimates are standardized on .,'

the basis of the kno~m occupation-employment compositions for ·the respective resi-

dent and movement stream populations in each metropolitan area. The per capita

income level estimates were compiled from the detailed income classifications

available in the 1/100 U.S. Census 1960 and 1970 State Public Use Sample files

U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971b; 1972) and pertain to comparable popula-

tion components for the census region in which the SMSA of interest is

7
located. The race-specific percapita income levels (YXX •r ) in equations

(3) and (4) are computed as follows:

.'
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.where

y =
XX.r

10 **
E . (XX y . )

0=1 r.o XX.r.o
------~_-_., . (5)

xx = the number of th~ metropolitan area's civilian labor force males·r.o

in resident or movement stream population XX, of race r, and in

occupation-employment category 0, and

**Y = estimated end-of-period percapi~a income value for civilianXX.r.o

labor force males in resident or moveme~t stream population XX,

of race r, and occupation-employment category o.

I-------:Selection-·of -Cities-----------------------.- . _

The twelve SMSAs selected for this study are among the twenty most populous

197Q.metropolitan areas for which blacks made up. greater than ten percent of the

central· city population. Three other metropolitan areas that qualified under

this criterion (New York, Washington, D.C. and Newark) had to be eliminated be-

cause the previous residence location for a substantial number of individuals

could not be ascertained, or because a significant military population resided

therein. Eight metropolitan areas from the North (Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Cleveland} and West (Los Angele~-LongBeach, San Francisco-

Oakland) constitute the primary focus of this research. These developed around

older central cities which, histori~ally, served as final destinations for ..a

large portion of black Southern-origin migrants. They also share a similar

postwar suburbanization pattern wherein the central city has come to comprise

an increasingly smaller portion of the total metropolitan population (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1973b; Farley, 1976).
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~our Southern SMSAs (Baltimore, Houston, Dallas, Atlanta) will serve as a basis.

for Gomparison with the Northern ones, although they are by no means similar to

each other with respect to their population redistribution patterns. Baltimore

might actually be considered a "border" SMSA. Like other Northeast corridor

metropolitan areas, it served as a destination for black in-migrants from the

deep South t and has undergone considerable postwar suburbanization. The latter

SMSAs'hav~ all been characterized as Southern "growth centers t"a1though the

intrametropolita~city-suburb redistribution pattern in Atlanta t the oldest of

the three t bears some resemblance to that of metropolitan areas in the North

(Frey, 1978a). Rapid suburbanization in the two Texas SMSAs, on the other

hand, has only developed recently. Due to the different historical patterns

black res.idence and rural-to-urban mig']:'at iop.' in the South (Taeuber and Taeuber,

1965a), and to recent Southern increases in white metropolitan inmigration and

suburbanization (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1975), the central cities of the four

Southern SMSAs are not expected to ·conform to the Northern "model."

ANALYSIS

The data in Table 1 provide an overview of the movement-induced changes

in' city racial compositions and mean income levels resulting from all race

specific movement streams over the 1955-60 and 1965-70 periods. End-of-period

values for each measure are presented (columns 1 and 3) along with hypothetical

changes in those values that would have resulted from the absence of any move

ment over the previous five years (columns 2 t 4, and 5). In Detroit, for example,

the 1970 black percentage of 40.0 would be reduced by 8.2 percent if no 1965-70

movement had occurred. SimilarlYt the mean per capita income level of $8518 would

be increased by $356 or some 4 percent in the absence of all migration and resi

dential mobility.'
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the abaolute ctwlCe .....uu a<tUAbl

'Percent City Black City ~~an Income t.eve1

At end- . Ab801u~e At end- Absolute Percent
of-period Change of-period Change) Change)

SMSA. Pedod (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

NORTH AND WEST

Chicago 1955-60 19.6 "2.9 5916 +185 +3.13
1965-70 25.9 -3.3 . 9019 +166 +1.84

Philadelphia 1955-60 23 ..5 -2.8 5545 +138 +2.49
1965-70. 28.5 -2.9 8826 +182 +2.06

Detroit 1955-60 25 • .3' -4.5 5759 +150 +2.60
1965-70 40.0 -8.2 8518 +356 -1-4.18

Pittsburgh 1955-60 15.1 -1.6 5558 +104 +1.87
1965-70 15.9 -1.8 9085 +172 +1.89

St. Louis 1955-60 23.8 -4.5 :5645 +227 +4.02
. 1965-70 34.7 -4.0 8474 +212 +2.50

Cleveland 1955-60 25.8 -4.-9 5433 +252 +4.64
1965-70 33.6 -3.7 8406 +249 +2.96

L;A.-Long Beach' 1955-60 14.6 -1.5 6558 +106 +1.62
1965-70 13.4 - .5 10056 + 28 +0.28

S.F.-Oak1and 1955-60 19.2 -2.4 6222 +108 +1.74
1965-70 17.3 -2.0 9515 +113 +1.19

SOUTH

Baltimore 1955-60 30.9 -4.9 4956 +177 +3.57 .
1965-70 40.6 -5.3 7459 +266 +3.57

Houston 1955-60 20.7 - .2 5501 + 16 +0.29
1965-70 21. 4 -1.1 8747 + 66 +,,').75

Dallas 1955-60 16.8 - .8 5713 + 62 +1.09
1965-70 19.8 -1.4 8852 +100 +1.13

Atlanta 1955.;.60 33.3 -2.7 5175 '*182 +3.52
1965-70 45.2 -7.3 7605 +472 +6.24

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963. Census of Population 1960 P~(2)-2B

U.S.' Bureau of the Census. 1973. Census of Population 1970 PC(2)-2n
1/100 State Public Use Sample files of basic records, 1960 and 1970
U.S. Censuses (See text for explanation)

lIn this and Tables 2 and 4, the race categories "black" and ''''hite'' pertain to nonwhites and
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It is apparent from the percentages in column 5 that all of the central

cities in this study suffered declines in revenue-producing capacity as a re

sult of selective movement patte~s in both periods, although the magnitudes

of these de~lines vary among cities. Movement induced declines in mean in-

. come levels for Northern cities range from 2 to 4 percent over both periods.

However, apart from Detroit and Pittsburgh, the ·declines were greater in the

earlier 1955-60 period. Reductions in per! capita income levels during each

period were somewhat smaller for the two Western cities and, among the Southern

cities, there is a divergence in pattern.

Given the magnitudes of these changes, it would be fair to conclude that

the net migration effects on city tax base losses ~..rere not substantial over

either the 1955-60 or 1965-70 intervals. The previous statement notwithstanding,

a comparison of the percentages in columns (2) and (5) do support the conven- .,

tional wisdom which posits that a change in the city's black population share is

negatively associated with a chang~ in its fiscal capacity. With few exceptions

among the cities in this study, the more pronounced decreases in the latter occur

in cities \oihoich experienced the .largest increases in black percentages. However,

tn attribute this apparent relationship to the effects of black in-migration,

white city-to-suburb flight, or any othet movement stream which leads to changes

in city racial composition requires a decomposition of total city per capita income

change into race-specific movement stream con~ributions.

Stream Contributions to· City Population Size

The data in Table 2 permit an assessment of black and white movement stream

contributions to the end-of-period population size in each city, as well as changes

in the magnitudes of these contributions between the late 1950s and late 1960s. The

total end-of-period population size of each central city is listed in column (1)
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of the tab1~, and the percentage changes in: that size which would have resulted

from the absence of a race-specific movem~nt stream or resident population are

listed in columns (2) through (11).

An examinatibn of these percentages reveals that for. all NO'rthern cities

~d for the older Southern cities of Baltimore and Atlanta, white city-to-suburb

move~ent exerts the greatest impact of all streams on city population size over

both periods. The exceptions to this pattern occur in the two WesternSMSAs and

in the Texas growth centers of Houston and Dallas, where white in-migration to the

SMSA or out-migration from the SMSA predominate for at least one of the periods.

However, when attention is confined to intrametropolitan residential mobility

(columns (5), (6), (10), and (ll», the white flight stream·predominates for

all SHSAs. .,

The small percentages in column (3) point uP. quite convincingly that

black in-migration f=om outside the·SMSA adds far less to each city's end-of

period population size than white city-to-suburb movement removes. Yet, in almost·

every instance, this stream exerts a greater impact on aggregate redistribution

than each of the other black movement streams. The 1965-70black·in-migration

stream to Detroit effected a greater absolute change on the ~ity's 1970 popu

lation than any other black stream, or either of the white in-movement streams

which originated outside the city.

Although the city-to-suburb white flight stream represents a dominant migra

tion component of city population loss for both periods, some cross-decade changes

are apparent: first, the negative contributions of white city-to~suburb move

ment to city popu1ations,outside the South,have remained generally the same or

declined over the latter period (Pittsburgh constituting the exception); second,



Table 2: Race Specific Movement Stream and Resident Population Contribubions to end-of-period City Sizes
for the 1955-60 and 1965-70 periods, Male Civilian Labor Force, Central Cities of 12 SMSAs. •

Same SMSA S~1SA Suburb to City to
City In-Mi- Out-}li- City Suburb

Residents grants grants Movers Hovers
(7) (8) (9} __ (lQ) (11)

1in City Size resulting from the absence of:
~~ITE

Percent Change
Elld-of- BLACK

Period City Same SMSA SMSA Suburb to City to
Size City In-Mi- Out-Mi- City Suburb

(lOOs)· . Residents grants grants I'lovers Movers
(J.) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

PeriodSMSA

Detroi.t

St. Louis

Cleveland

Pittsburgh i
~

+11.9
+12.2

+10.4
+ 9.3

+20.1'
+18.8

+12.7
+18.6

+23.0
+19.0

+20.2
+18.8

+15.5
+12.1

+14.0
+13.1

-4.1
-5.1

-2.8
-4.6

-3.0
-4.8

-8.0
-8.8

-4.6
-5.6

-1.2
-3.4

-1.5
-2.0

-3.1
-4.4

+ 7.3
+ 7.9

+ 5.5
+ 6.4

.+ 8.7
+ 6.5

+ 7.2
+ 9.0

+ 9.2
+ 7.9

+ 9.9
+ 7.8

+ B.9
+13.0

+12.8
+13.3

- 5.4
- 5.2

- 2.6
- 4.0

- 3.3
- 4.7

- 3.9
- 6.4

- 6.8
- 5.9

- 8.4
- 6.B

-15.4
-13.3

-11.5
-14.7

-73.2
-65.6

--72.4
-65.5

-68.3
-51.0

-76.8
-72.6

-66.6
-54.8

-62.8
-54.9

-62.0
-64.5

-64.7
-62.4

+ .2
+ .4

+ .3
+ .5

+ .5
+ .7

+ .3
+ .8

+ .3
+3.2

+ .2
+3.2

+1.3
+1. 7

+1.1
+1.0

- .2
- .7

- .2
- .3

- .6
-1.3

- .4
- .5

- .2
- .8

- .2
- .8

- .4
- .7

- .9
- .8

+ .8
+1.1

+ .7
+ .8

+1.5
+1.0

+ .8
+1.1

+1.2
+1.5

+1.2
+1.3

+ .7
+ .7

+1.3
+ .9

-1.9
-1.5

-1.3
-1.6

-1.1
-4.7

- .7
- .8

-1.5
-2.3

-2.5
-2.6

-3.1
-1.8

-2.2
-2.4

-17.4
-23.6

-22.0
-26.7

-23.6
-34.0

-14.1
-14.5

-22.0
-31.6

-23.1
-30.2

-11.1
-10.9

-16.1
-14.1

10009
8503

5322
4692

4525
3673

1601
1225

1899
1362

2385
1808

7776
8254

3104
2775

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

L.A.-Long Beach 1955-60
1965-70

Philadelphia

NORTH AND WEST

Chicago

S.F.-Oakland 1955-60
1965-70

:>UU'fH

Ba1tilllOre

Houston

Dallas

Atlanta

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

2474
2133

2527
3254

1857
2228

1208
1188

-28.5
-37.3

-18.0
-18.1

-14.3
-15.9

-30.9
-37.4

-2.0
-2.1

-2.4
-2.5

-2.2
-2.5

-1.8
-5.6

+1.0
+1.1

+1.0
+ .8

+1.1
+ .8

+1. 7
+1.7

- .3
-1.2

- .3
- .8

- .3
-1.4

- .6
-2.3

+ .2
+ .7

+ .5
+ .5

+ .2
+ .1

+ .4
+1.9

-62.7
-51.0

-59.6
-56.4

-62.9
-54.2

-49.5
-36.4

- 4.5
- 4.8

-16.4
-19.2

-17.4
-20.5

-13.3
-13.8

+ 7.4
+ 6.7

+ 9~B

+ 9.1

+11.8
+11.3

+10.8
+10.8

-1.9
-3.6

-3.2
-3.0

-2.9
-5.5

-3.9
-4.6

+14.6
+13.9

+ 4.2
+ 9.9

+ 6.9
+ 9.0

+14.4
+20.0

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973.

Census of Population 1960 PC(2)-2B
Census of Population 1970 PC(2)-2B

1
The percent change measure equals: (Cp* - CP)!CP x 100

where CP denotes the actual cnd-of-period city size (defined in text equation (1», and cp* denotes the

hypothetical end-of-period city size that would result in' the abs.ence of the race-specific movement stream

or resident population designated in the column heading (based on text equations (1) and (2».
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the positive contributions of. black in-migration to city population size have

increased slightly in all but two SMSAs; and third, each of the white suburb

to-city counterstreams contributed a greater share to city population increase

in the late 1960s than in the earlier postwar interval. It should be empha

sized that none of these changes are substantial enough to alter the relative

magnitudes of race-specific stream effects over the course of the decade.

Inde~d, one should be particularly cautious about overstating the importance

of an increased city "return" of white suburban residents. Even in the latter

1965-70 period, its positive effect on the city population is dwarfed by the

magnitude of the dominant white city-to-suburb stream in ratios greater than

3:1 for most cities examined. Yet the apparent stabilization of the white

flight stream, as indicated here for non-Southern SMSAs, is a noteworthy finding;

particularly in light of the continued expansion of employment, housing, and

other metropolitan activities outside the central ~ity jurisdiction.

Before leaving Table 2, it is -important to underscore changes over time

in contributions of residentnonmobile populations to end-of-period city sizes

(columns (2) and (7)). Although the white residents constitute the greatest

- percentage of the end-of-period populations for both periods, this percentage

has decreased substantially over time for most Northern cities and the t~o older

Southern cities. ConcurrentlY,the black same-city resident populations in these

SMSAs represent a much greater percentage of their respective city sizes in the

latter period. These data point up the increasing role that the non-m-igrant

black population is lik~ly to play in shaping future demographic and economic

conditions within central cities.
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Mean Income Values of Contributing Movement Streams

We next examine per capita income levels associated with each ~esident

and movement stream population that contributes to the end-of-period mean

city income level. To facilitate cross-sectional and over-time comparisons,

each stream's mean income level is presented as a percentage of that ~or the

total city or, using the notation developed in the previous section:

[YXX.,/YCp ] x 100.

The data in Table 3 show that, with only a few exceptions, the income

levels associated with each white stream lie above the city mean income level,

while all black movement stream populations score lower than the overall level.

This confirms the conventional wisdom suggesting that a net in-movement of blacks

exerts a depressing effect on the overall tax base of the central city. How

ever, a closer look at the Table 3 data reve.als that the blacks in each resident "

and movement stream category register decade-wide increases in mean income levels,

as compared with the total central city mean income values. Increases tend to

be most pronounced among the black in-migration stream-~the stream with which

low status'blacks are most often identified. These over-time changes occur in

both Northern and Southern central cities.

'~ite variations in mean income levels, both across migration statuses and

over time, are less noticeable than those for blacks. In Northern SMSAs it is

the white city-to-suburb stream which generally ranks highest on income during

both periods, and among the three growing Southern SM3As) it is somewhat sur

prising to find that the greatest mean income levels are recorded for white same

city residents. However) the important finding to be noted from the data in

Table 3 is the signiHcant increase in migrant selec.tivity that occurred for blacks

over the decade--an increase that was most pronounced among black SMSA in-migrants.



Table 3: End-of-period Mcan Income Values for 1955-60 and 1965-70 Race Specific Movement Stream and
Re~1dent Populitt1ons expressed aa 8 percentage of the city mean income level, Male Civilian , ,
Labor Force, Central Cities of 12 SMSAs. I ..

End-of- End-of-Period }[~I\n·lncome Value9 expressed a9 a percentage of City Hean Income Levell
Period BLACK "'lUTZ

City Mean Sanc SHSA S~!SA Suburb to City to Same SHSA SHSA Suburb to City to
Income City In-~ti- Out-Mi- City Suhurb City In-Mi- Out-Mi- City Suburb

SHSA Period Level Reaidents grants grant') Hovers Hovers Residents grants grants Movers Movers
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (3) (9) (10) (11)

NORTIl AND YEST
Chicago 1955-60 5916 67 52 52 67 70 109 93 108 Ii3 119

1965-70 9019 75 70 70 75 76 109 104 106 111 116

Philsde1phia 1955-60 5545 67 57 59 68 67 110 122 126 115 118
1965-70 8826 71 71 81 71 77 111 117 122 119 118

Detroit 1955-60 575~ 68 52 54 66 67 112 103 105 109 116
1965-70 8518 80 75 78 79 79 115 105 110 114 120

Pittsburgh 1955-60 5558 63 58 62 61 63 106 122 123 107 112
1965-70 9085 68 79 80 65 71 105 117 120 106 110

St. Louis 1955-60 5645 70 53 54 70 67 111 93 109 115 117
1965-70 8/,74 77 73 76 81 82 113 104 111 112 116

Cleveland 1955-60 5433 73 56 57 71 79 112 94 108 119 121
1965-70 M06 80 74 78 78 84 111 104 111 114 119

L.A.-Long lleach 1955-60 6558 65 59 55 64 66 110 91 94 107 104
1965-70 10056 68 57 54 68 68 108 95 98 101 99

S•F•-Oakland 1955-60 6nZ 67 60 61 68 71 110 95 99 114 113
1965-70 9515 70 61 58 73 74 108 100 102 112· 108

SOUTIl

Baltimore 1955-60 ·4956 57 51 53 56 60 120 114 122 113 120
1965-70 7459 67 70 77 68 73 122 130 129 120 126

Houston 1955-60 5501 50 43 45 48 48 116 105 107 111 100
19

0

65-70 8747 57 56 62 57 58 113 109 112 107 106

Dallas 1955-60 5713 48 42 4/, 47 46 113 103 107 103 101
1955-70 8852 55 57 59 56 54 112 109 110 105 107

Atlanta 1955-60 5175 54 49 50 52 53 128 108 121 116 121
1965-70 76f)5 65 68 75 65 67 133 119 127 120 129

Source: Same ~s Tuhte 1.

1The percent measure equals: 'f /'fXX.r CP x 100

where 'fCP denotes thc end-of-period city mean income level (defined 'in text equation (3». and 'f
XX

•r
denotes the end-of-period mcan incomc for thc race-specific movement stream or resident population designated

in the column heoding.

~ .__ .__ - __._... .... __. 0_- ..
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Stream Contributions to Mean City Income

We turn now to examine the combined consequences of stream volume and

stream selectivity for changes in city fiscal capacity. Shown in Table 4

are percentage changes in city end-of-period mean income levels that would be

expected for each period in the absence of various race-specific movement

streams or resident populations. As might be anticipated from earlier volume

and selectivity patterns, these results show that white city-to-suburb move

ment generally exerts the greatest negative impact of all race-specific

streams on the city economic base. This generalization characterizes most

Northern cities as well as the older Southern cities of Baltimore and Atlanta.

Notable exceptions are Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles-Long Beach, and Pittsburgh,

whose white. in-migrat:.ion..~r out-:mig:r:at:1.on s.treams tend to dominate.

As for black in-migration. the data indicate that its negative impact qn

the city's fiscal capacity is relatively small, particularly in northern and

old Southern SMSAs. Despite its increased over-time contribution to central

city size. its aggregate impact on mean city income generally declines in the

later 1965-70 period. For most Northern SMSAs then, both black in-migration and

white city-to-suburb movement have decreased their revenue-reducing effect on

~he central city tax base in the second movement period. Only Detroit and.

to a lesser extent, Pittsburgh deviate from this pattern'-

The measures in Table 4 again point up the increasing influence that the

nonmobile black resident population is exerting on the economic bases of large

central cities. 'ihile the revenue-reducing impact of this population was sig

nificant in the earlier 1955-60 period, ·the magnitude of its aggregate effect-

unlike those attributable to black in-migration and white city-to-suburb movement-

has generally increased over time:tn large Northern metropolitan areas.
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Table 4: Race and Movement Stream Contributions to end-of-oeriod City Mean Income I~vel
for the 1955-60 and 1965-70 periods, Male Civilian Labor Force, Central Citi~s of 12
SMSAs.

J..

,.

1
I

I

I.

.
I

-1

J
+2.51
+3.15

- .01
+ .51

+ .04
+ .56

+2.64
+4.83

+1.98
+1.73

+1.68
+1.55

+2.67
+3.15

+1.35
+1.62

+3.18
+2.61

+3.48
+2.95

+ .53
- .10

+1.55
+ .96

- .35
- .73

.j5
- .20

.08

.30

- .64
-1.00

- .23
.39

- .23
- .38

- .29"
- .63

- .29
- .34

- .42
- .60

- .59
- .69

- .58
- .09

- .65
- .72

+ .56
+ .41

+1.38
+1.29

+ .43
+ .63

+1.57
+1.65

+ .75
+ .78

+ .72
+ .78

- .48
- .22

- .13
+ .25

+1.54
+1.81

+ .66
+1.01

+ .73
+1.05

. +2.06
+2.60

+ .51
- .32

+1.63
+ .69

+ .59
+ .05

- .64
-1.4"9

- .92
-2.14

- .57
-2.25

-1.19
-3.04

+ .38
.21

- .58
- .73

- .10
- .26

- .92
-1.19

+ .52
- .•28

-33.57
-:23.27

-23.12
-16.91

-22.43
-14.71

-27.07
-18.64

-25.32
-17.12

-26.07
-20.64

-25.23
-15.29

-19.04
-13.22

-22.61
-15.74

-19.67
-13.17

-16.33
-14.22

-18.09
-12.78

-.07
-.09

-.11
-.10

-.16
-.14

-.09
-.22

-.11
-.56

-.04'
-.50

-.45
-.54

-.30
-.25

-.08
-.18

-.27
.-,19

-.08
-.07

-.19
-.60

+.13
+.39

+.17
+.36

1".16
+.62

+.29
+.82

+.07
+.18

+.07
+.08

+.21
+.29

'+.16
+.19

+.07
+.16

+.06
+.18

+.15
+.22

+.29
+.22

-.49
-.26

-.56
-.30

-.61
-.31

-.83
-.42

-.39
-.32

-.29
-.16

-.67
'-.21

-.28
-.21

-.55
-.34

-.50
-.29

-.29
-.30

-.49
-.37

+1.01
+ .63

+1.38
+1.14

+1.31
+1.12

+ .91
+1.92

+ .93
+ '.46

+ .57
+ .45

+ .53
+1.24

+ .28
+ .17

+' .72
+ .62

+1.11
+ .68

+1.32
+ .79

+ .92
+ .94

+17.29
+20.00

+10.89
+ 9.56

+8.67
+ 8.44

+20.48
+20.62

+ 6.86
+ 7.63

+ 9.43
+10.47

+10.00
+10.42

+ 5.99
+ 5.50

+ 8.59
+10.53

+ 8.16
+ 8.65

+ 4.42
+ 3.97

+ 6.33
+ 5.01

4956
7459

5501
8747

5713
8852

5175
7605

5916
9019

5545
8826

5759
8518

5558
9085

5645
8474

5433
8406

6558
10056

6222
9515

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70'

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

·1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70-

1955-60
1965-70

1955-60
1965-70

Atlanta

Dallas

Houston

Cleveland

SOUTH

Baltimore

S. P. -Oakland

St, Louis

Pittsburgh

L.A.-Long Beach

Detroit

Philadelphia

NORTH AND WEST

Chicago

1
End-of- Percent Change in City Mean Income Level resulting from the absence of~

Period BLACK ~ITE

City Hean Same SMSA SMSA Suburb to City to Same SMSA SMSA Suburb to City to
Income City In-Mi- Out-Mi- City Suburb City In-Mi- Out-Hi- City Suburb

SHSA Period Level Reaidents grants grnnts Movers Movera Residents granta grants Movers Movera '.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ~9) ~10) (11). I

I
I
;

Soucct<: S"lile us Ta:J1t< 1.

1
The per.cen~ change measure equals: (YCP* - Ycp)/Ycp x l()()

where Ycp denotes the actual end-of-period city mean income. level (defined in text equation (3», and

YCP* denotes the hypothetical end-of-period city mean !ncome level that would result in the absence of the

race-specific movement stream or resident population designated in the column heading (based on text

equations (3) Dnd (4».
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IDISCUSSION

The findings from this analysis indicate that in both the late 1950s

afi'd late 1960s, black in~~-!-gratioll to old non-Southern cities accounted for

only a small degree of change in the economic compositions of their resident

populations. Most economic base decline that could be linked to race-specific

movement in each period was a .function of white flight to the suburbs of

the same metropolitan area. Yet the evidence presented here suggests that

income-lowering effects attributable to both black in-migration and white flight

to the suburbs have decreased over time. The decrease in the former can be

explained by the greater status selectivity among black metrGpolitan in-migrants,

while the decline in the latter is due largely to a stabilization in the level

of white out-movement from older central cities.

These findings should serve to dispel the fe3rs of those analysts who see

the consequences of "ghetto enrichment" or the targeting of federal assistance

to distressed cities, to include a rapid cityward influx of unskilled, low status

blacks. Although the migration patterns of unemployed noncity blacks may well

be responsive to increased employment, improved housing, and better public ser

v'.ces in aging urban centers, our data do not sugges t that this migration--in

the aggregate--would place a large additional burden on the cities' economic bases.

What our data do indicate is that the existing, nonmigrating black popula

tion is becoming a dominant force in the demographic and economic compositions

of older Northern cities. While city economic well-being would undoubtedly

be strengthened if this population W3S dispersed across the wider metropolitan

unit, the weight of existing evidence indicates that the strong discriminatory

and economic barriers which prevented a metropolitan-wide integration of the

races in the past continues to operate; and that the long-standing pattern of

black city concentration will not be reversed in the forseeable future (Taeuber, 1975;
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Frey, 1978b)" Given this situation and the fact that blacks born in the city

exhibit the highest incidence of poverty of all city blacks (Long, 1974), our

findings would sugg'est that the gains accruing from social programs dire'cted

to raising the economic potentials of existing second and third generation

black city residents' should weigh at least as heavily in policy decisionmaking

as the negative'Oin-migration side effects which are often attributed to such

programs,

With respect to white city-to-suburb flight, the data presented here con

firm a widely held contention that this movement still exerts a ,significant

influence on central city tax base erosi011; and show, as well, iliat it constitutes

the race-specific stream which contributes most to the continued concentration

of city blacks as assessed in Table 1. Our findings, nevertheless, indicate

'that the aggregate impact of this stream for reducing both population size and

revenue-producing capacity in declining Northern cities, seems. to be decreasing

over'time--in spite of the fact that an increasing share of metropolitan employ

ment and housing opportunities is being made available outside the boundaries of

the city pqlitical unit. One might infer from these results that the deleterious

effects of white city-to-suburb movem~ntfor older, underbounded cities is now

subsiding from those of the peak, postT.....ar suburbanization years; and that the

population substrata with both the means and desire to relocate in the suburbs

have already 'done so. Indeed, studies \vhich have examined,determinants of recent

white city-to-suburb mOV~lent show metropolitan ecological and demographic struc

tural factors to domi,nate in its explanation; suburbanward white movement i's

greatest in growing metropolitan area9 with younger population age structures,

and in those which have experienced rapid suburban development since World War II.

In contrast, present white flight from more mature central cities that can be '

attributed to the changing city racial composition or policy-alterable conditions
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such as the prevalence of school desegregation, the crime rate, or city-

suburban disparities in taxes of public services, is much smaller in magnitude

(Bradford and Kelejian, 1973; Frey, 1977; 1978c).

Because migration tabulations from the census constitute the most recent

data source that affords an adequate examination of aggregate race and movement

stream contributions to individual city sizes and economic bases, it is impossible

for us to rigorously assess the significance of two post-1970 redistribution

patterns: (1) an increased black movement to the suburbs; and (2) a white "return"

movement to the city-- which single city case studies and nationwide migration

surveys suggest may be occurring (Goodman, 1978; Grier and Grier, 1977; 1978; Nelson,

1978; Sternlieb and Ford, 1978; u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1978a). In light of

our findings, which show the contributions of both these streams to be far

smaller than the dominant white city-to-suburb movement, it would appear unlikely

that the radical changes necessary to reverse past migration ~atterns and signi-

ficantly strengthen sagging city economic bases are in the offing. Census and survey

based figures from 1965-77 for the nationwide city population, assembled in Table

5, tend to confirm this view; however, it is risky to generalize from these aggre-

gated national data to the individual cities in this study. A thorough assess-

~ent of these new redistribution patterns will have to await analyses of de-

tailed census migration tabulations that will not become available until the

early 1980s.

The results of this investigation provide evidence that the contributions

of traditional race-specific migration streams to a further "blackening" of older

city populations and the concomitant lowering of their ~conomic bases have

diminished over time. While white c i.ty-to-suburb flight continues to effect

some increment to the black concentration in older central cities, the bulk of

this concentration is a product of more voluminous and selective race-specific
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Period

1965-70

1970-75

1975-77
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Table 5t Contribution~ to end-of-period City Population Size,
of Rflce ,Specific Intrametropolitan Hovement ,Streams,
1965-70, 1970-75, 1975-77. ~otal ~.S. Central City
Populationl

Percent Change in City Si'ze Resulting From the Absence of:

End-of BLACK NONBLACK
Period City Suburb to City to Suburb to "City to

Size City ·S'ubur.b City Suburb
(in 1000s) Movers Hovers Movers Movers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

58507 -.54 +.68 -3.52 +9.32

56466 -.43 +.94 -3.52 +l0.10

58222 -.33 +.83 -2.71 +5.10

Sources: U.S. Buteau of the Census, 1973. Census of Population 1970 PC(2)-2B
U.S. Bure-au of the Census, 1978. Census of Populatiol! Reports P-,20, ,:0. 32
U.S" B\.Ireau of the Census, Hal.'"ch 1975 Current Population Survey,
Unpublished Tabulations

lEnd-of-period central city populations of ~etropo1itan areas defined in 1970:
ages 5 and ~ver for 1965-70 and 1970-75 periods; ages 2 and over for 1975-77
period. Th~ 1970-75 and 1975-77 Current Population Survey'figures exclude
the insti.tutional population and members of the Armed Forces residing on
roi litary 'bases.
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movements of 'earlier decades that now appear to have subsided. Oider Northern

cities will continue to experience population losses and tax base erosion, but

less as a result of black in-migration and white 'suburbanization, and more as

a consequenc,e of lower ratios of births to deaths among their aging populations;

decreased levels of labor migration into the entire metropolitan unit, and the

continued inability ~f their resident, minority population to upgrade their

standard of living, or relocate to the suburbs. The findings presented here,

coupled with conclusions of other studies (cited above) that city-suburb movement

levels are only minimally influenced by policy-alterable factors, suggest that

the race-migration consequences, both intended and unintended, of urban program$

directed to the poor, to minorities, or to th@ etdhomic well-being of the citYi

can easily be overemphasized in pUblic discussibrls ~hd policy debates~
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NOTES

lThe use of median family income as an indicator of city revenue-producing. . .

capacity is' based on the'· "economic .indicators approach" to fisca;I. capacity

measurement (Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1962) under

the premise that all taxes lllUSt be p.aid out. of income unless a community

decides to draw upon its capital stock (see Terrell, 1971; pp. 152-153 for a

discussion of. this measure). Terrell's analysis assumes any subpopulation

(e.g., the nonwhite population) that lowers the revenue-producing capacity of

the city imposes a fiscal burden on the remainder of the city population which

can be' calculated as the difference between the median family income of the rest

of the population (excluding the low income subpopulation), and the median family

income of the total city population. This measure of fiscal, or revenue-producing

capacity, should be distinguished from the actual revenue collected. The rela- .,

tionship between the two latter measures is not consistent across the nation's

cities due to varying governmental levels of revenue responsibility as well as

other externalities (Terrell, 1971; pp. 155-164).

2Mos t recent studies of school desegregation-induced white flight focus on white

enrollment declines in central city school districts (se~ reviews in Pettigrew and

Green, 1976; Snyder and Kelley, 1977; Armor, 1979), which is not necessarily indi

cative of white city-to-suburb residental movement (Taeuber and Wilson, 1978).

However, indirect evidence from such analyses has suggested that suburbanward

residential.movement constitutes an important component of this decline (Coleman,

1976; Armor, 1979), and has led to cla'ims that school desegregation plans con

fined only to the city will result in an accelerated out-movement of white upper~

income residents (Coleman, 1977).
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3Census migr~tion tabulations which come closest to those required for this task

appear in 'para11e1 Mobility for Metropolitan Area subject reports of the 1960

and 1970 censuses' (U.S. Bureau of the G~nsus, 1963, 1973a).' These compile the

sizes and racial-socioeconomic characteristics of movement streams between, and

into~ cities and subu~bs of the nation'a largest SMSAs for the 1955-60 and 1965-70

intervals. Unfortunately, these tabulations do not provide adequate income in-

formation, for an examination of race and movement stream contributions to the

city economic base. The 1970 report does tabulate individuals in each race-

specific movement st~eam by six broad family income categories; however in

preliminary analyses with this tabulation,we found the income categories to be

too gross for the task at hand. The. 1960 repo rt .@.l.so l"I.'ovides :L.lcome

are not coincident \vith those in the 1970 report (the open-ended category is

$25,000+ in 1970, and $15,000+ in 1960) and are not specific t9 race. Another

census product available for both yea:t;"s, the 1/100 StC),te Public Use Sample (U. s.

Bureau of the Census, 1971b; 1972) does provide detailed income information for

individuals on the file. However, it does not permit identification of move-

m~nt streams leading into and out of individual central cities. As we shall

discuss below, the present investigation employs all of the above data sources

in order to produce indirect empir:i.ca1 estiinates of movement stream contributions

in individual cities for both 1955-60 and 1965-.70 intervals.

4 '
Because the migration tabulations used in this investigation pertain to individuals

rather than to households, the income of individuals in the civilian labor force

constitutes a more appropriate analytic measure than the income of households;

and unlike the latter, provides for the inclusion of unrelated individuals. The

restriction to males is necessary because our technique for estimating movement

stream income values (discussed below) requires occupation-employment status
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tabulations for individuals in each race-specific movement strea~; and census

migration, tables provide this information only for males. The exclusion of

females from this' study !?houldserve to overstate the difference,s 'between

white and black mean income levels due to the larger male-female income dis-

parity which exists within th~ whiLe civilian labor force population (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1973b).

5There are a few unavoidable problems with the census "residence 5 years ago"

question for migration analyses which all previous studies have been forced to

tolerate: (1) the comparison of 1955 (or 1965) residence with 1960 (or 1970)'

residence does not allow for the identification of multiple or return movers;

(2) persons who misreport their previous place of residence are not taken into

account; and (3) a significant minority of residents at each census (an SMSA

average of 7.2 percent in 1970, and 3.4 percent in 1960) are placed in a

residual category of movers whose previous residence could not be ascertained,

orwere abroad, with "NAsI! constituting the predominant share. The latter problem

is most significant because it leads to the understatement of mobility levels

and confounds comparisons across SMSAs and population subgroups which differ in

the degree to which NAs are reported. To minimize this problem, we have allocated

1960 (and 1970) movers so classified in each S}ffiA, according to the 1955 (or 1965)

locational distributions of thatSMSA'smo~erswho reported their previous res i-

dence. These allocations were first performed within each' race, and occupation-
, '

employment status subgroup, and then sunnned to obtain allocated tahulations for

each race-movement category.

6This assumption is consistent with literature indicating that relevant "originH

characteristics in the explanation of inter-labor market migration are 'those

which pertain to the entire labor market (or metropolitan) area (Greenwood,

1975; Frey, 1978a);but that their effects will differ across race and

~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~----~._--
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occupation-employment status specific subpopulations within the labor

market (Ritchey,.l976).

7Because of confidentiality constraints and other limitations on the geography

characteristics available with the census Public Use Sample files, it is not

possible to construct regional resident and movement stream populations which

correspond exactly to those available with the published metropolitan migration

data. However, the regional estimates used in this standardization pertain to base

populations that' closely approximate those to which they are applied. (See

Appendix for a detailed discussion of the use of census data in the standardi

zation procedure.)
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, APPENDIX

.Computation of Resident and Movement Stream Component Sizes

and Per Capita Income Values from Census Tabulations

The sizes and per capita income values for the resident and movement stream.

population components employed int~xt equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) were

computed from published and computer generated tabulations from t~e 1960 and 1970

U.S. Census, which are summarized in Chart A.These source tabulations pertain

to population subcategories, disaggregated by individual race and occupation

employment status characteristics, of the male civilian labor force resident'

and movement stream components used in the analysis. The sizes of a metropolitan

area's resident and movement stream components required for equations (1) and (2)

can be computed from the source tabulations listed in the second column of the

chart. These are based on Tables 4 and 6 from the 1960 census Mobility for

Metropolitan Areas subject report (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963) and Tables 15

and 16 from the 1970 census Mobility for Metropolitan Areas subject report

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973a); although prior to our computations, migrants

in the residual "NA" category of Tables 4 and 15 were alloca ted to other migrant

categories (as di'scussed in footnote 5). The per capita income values for a

metropolitan area's resident and movement stream components, required for equations

(3) and (4),are estimated through an indirect standardization procedure described

in the text. This procedure utilizes both the metropolitan population subcategory

tabulations listed in the second column of Chart A and per capita income estimates

for each population subcategory that are based on tabulations from the 1/100 Public

Use Sample computer files of the 1960 and 1970 U.S. censuses (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1971b, 1972) listed in the third column of Chart A. In the notation used

below, the subscript, r.o , or the parenthetical expression (r.o) indicates

tabulations disaggregated by both race and occupation-employment status charac-'

teristics; a subscript, r , or parenthetical expression (r) indicates race-specific

tabulations aggregated over the ten occupation-employment classes.

Computation of Sizes for Resid~~t. and Movement Stream Components

Remaining cognizant of the caveats which apply to the use of census "place

of residence five years ago" tabulations for migration analyse s (discussed in

footnote 5), the size of a metropolitan area's components CC ,SC , CS , and
r r r

IC r can be computed direc tly from the ,source tabulations in the second column
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Chart At Source Tabulatlon. fro. the 1960 and 1970 U.S. C.nnu•••• U••d to C.1culat. the Sl.ee and
Per C.plta Inco~ Valu•• for R~~ld.ne and Muvemene Scree. PopulatIon Componene••

Population 1
Subcaeegory (r.o)

\. City Nolll:lover (1'.0)

s. taera-SKSA. Intracity Kovar
(1'.0)

~. Iacra-SHSA, Suburb-to-Clty
110....1' (1'.0)

D. Iacra-SKSA. City-to_Suburb
IIovar (1'.0)

L IA-Ilial'ant Co Ciey fl'01Il
oth... SMSA (1',0)

r. In"'1l1srant to Clty !r<lII
IldA-SI1SA (1',0)

G. OlSt...u.Sl'ant from Sl1SA to
othu SMSA (1'.0)

L Out...ugl'ant frota SHSA to
_SHSA (1'.0)

t. SMSA Nancovel' (1'.0)

J. Intra-SHSA !!ov"r (1'.0)

Pub1i.hed Ceneu. tebulatlons
uaed ~o c~pute the alxe for
aubc.tegory (1',0)2

end-of-pel'lod centrel clty resident. of race 1', and
o<cupatlon-emp10yment .tatus o. that re.ld.d In the .sme
<lvelllnS unlt at besinIl1I4!-oC-pedod.

end-oC-perlod central city re.id4nt. of rae. r. and
occupation-e=ployment statue o. chat resided in a
diffarent dvellin& unit in central city of the sama
aetropolitan atea at beginning-of-period

end-of-period c.ntral city r••idente ot I'.C. r. and
occupation-employment .tatue o. that reaided in .uburba
of the same metropolitan area at b.ginning-of-per10d

end-of-period suburb r.aidencs of raCe r. and
occup4tion-cmplo~nt .tat~ 0, that resided in c.ntral
cJ.ty o( the ...... ll>8tropolita.n area at bes1an~-ot

period

end-o(-period city re.idents of race r. and
occupation-~loyuent .tatu. o. that resided in anothar
_tropolltan area at beginning of period

end-of-period city residanta of race r. and
occupation-emplo~ent ,tatus o. that res1ded in a
ZUlmwtropoUtan ccunty at beSl.nn.1ng-of-p.. riod

bea1nn1ng-of-period metropolitan res1denta of raca r,
a.IUI occupation-.mployu>e.nt atatua 0. that r .... idad in
8J1Cleluu: ""'tropOllta.n &.rea at and-of-per1o4

~S1nnins-of-p.riod~tropolitan reaidants of rsce r. and
occupation-.mploymenc atatus o. that resided in a
noa=atropolltan county at end-of-perlod

end-of-perlod cetropolitan residents of race r. and
occupatioo-~loycent .tatua 0, tbat resided in tba
s_ chtellinS unJ.t at b.Sinnin&-of-peT1od

and-of-period ~tropolitan re.1daats ot race r, and
occupatioo-~ploym.nt ,t.tua 0, 'tbat reslded in a
dift.rent dwallins unit in tha same matropoli~ area
et beainning-of-period

Publlc U•• Sample Iabul.t10n. ueed co
e.tl~ee.ub~ategory (1'.0) per eepita 3
1nco.... In th.. at.nuardiutlol\ equatlona

end-of-period metropolitan re.ident. of race r. and
occupat10n-employm.nt ,t~tus 0, that r•• idad in the .en.
dwelling unit at besi~nins-of-p.rlod

end-of-period ~atropolitan ra.ident. of race r, ..nd
occupation-employm.nt sCatu. o. that re.ided In a dlfferent
dwelling ~nit in th••nma .. tl'opo11t3n county at begiUAlng
of-period

and-of-p.riod metl'opoliten re'identa of race r. end
occupation~ployment .tatu. o. th.t r.aided In a d1fferent
dweliins ~t in the .ame metropolitan county .t beginning-
of-period .

end-ot-period ... tropolitan reaidenta of race r, and
occupation-employment ,tatus o. that resid.d 1n a different
dvelllna unit in tha .ame metropolitan county at b"Sinn1nl
ot-pedod4

and-of-period metropo11tan residant' ot race r, and
occupation-employment .tatus o. that resid.d in ~ mettopollt~

al'es in a different .tate .t beg1nn1ng of period

and-of-per1od metropolitan re.1d~'ts of r.ce r. and
occupat10n-eaployment statua o. that" resided in a
QonZecropoliean county at besinnins-of-p.r1od

bes1nn1ng-of-period cetropolitan r ..aident. of raes 1', ~d
occtipation~loyment .tatus 0, that r~sided 1a a 5
_tfOpolltli.n aru'in .. difterent state at "elid-of-pedod

beslonins-of-pedod matropolitan relidencs of rec. r. and
occupation-~ploymant .t.t~ o. that reaided in •
naamat~opo11can couney at ead-ot-period

~C~ eod-of-~er10d civilian labor force malea 10 one of two rae. ~lassaa (whita. aonwhita) and ona of ten occupatioa-acploymeat .tatus cl••••• (employed
,rofecclonal. te,\nical and kindred work.r.: managers and admini.trarors: .ales worker.; clerical .nd kindrad wor~ra: craftsmen .ad kindred workers:
opcrativec: labor ra: fa..",ere and farm workers: urvica ""rkera; and 'JIle.l:lployed).

2tabulationa tor eubeatezori•• ot individual mctropolitan areas .ppear in t.bles 4 .cd 6 of 1960 Cen.ua .ubjeet reporc ~bllity for Metrogolit~n Are••
(O.S. lur.au of tha Ceneua. 1963) &Ad tables 1$ and 16 of 1970 Cencus .ubJect raport MObility for Metropollt.n Are~ (U.s. Bur~u ot the Cenau•• i973a).

JTabulation. were ~roduc.d for census r.zlons from 1960 end 1970 Censua State 1/100 Public Uc. Sample computer fl1e. (U.S. Bur.au of the Cen.ua, 1971b. 1972~
Rare subcategories are defined in terms of "blacks" and "whites" for both periods.

4the Public U•• S~cpl. t.bulatione do not uniquely Id.nt1fy all BOVers that re.id.d in the saae SMSA. or the ceacral clCy or .uburbe of the eame SMSA. five
JUl'. prior to censua date. Movers within the e8J:l& ... ttopolitan co...nty cen b.. uni'lualy idelJtified. and cOD.tituU thacloe... Public Use Simple tabul.lt!4n
to .~ former categoriea which doe. not ai.o Includ. inter-SKSA lIIier.ata. The .taadardi~a.lon proc.dure, thersfore. attributes per cap It. Income. for
race- and occupation-tmployment Hatua-epecitlc (r,o)-;lliUian labor force malea in tlUs tabulation to (c.o) c1vllian labor forc.... les in each
Ifttras.cropoUtaa a..bcatelt0ry: B, C and D. "

S
The diselnction betw••n int.rmetropolitan mlKr4nts and intr4llletropolitan ~ov.rs tannot b. mad. diroctly with Public Use Sampla t.bulation.. Hawever,.
further control for interstate mi&r.tioft permits e tabularioo of late~tropolitan, interaLate aLsrent civillan lebor fore. mal"s (r,o), which La u.e~ to
••tiDet. pCI' caplta ineum4 veluee for (r,o) civllian labor Coree eal•• io eubcatalt0rl•• ! and G.



of Chart A as follows:

CC .. 1~ (NUm!?er
r +Number

oal
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of City Nonmovers (r,o)
of Intra-SMSA, Intracity Movers

10
SC ,IS 1:

r
0"'1

10
CS =- 1:

r 0=1

Number of Intra-SMSA, Suburb-to-City Movers, (r,o)

+ Number of Intra-SMSA, City-to-Suburb Movers (r,o)

IC = 1~ ( Number of In-migrants to City
r 0=1 +Number of In-migrants to City

from other SMSA (r,o»)
from non-SMSA (r,o) )

The :::ize of the remaining metropolitan migration stream com'ponent OC
r

cannot be computed directly from published tabulatiqns; however, it is possible

,to estimate its value indirectly under the assumption that out-migration rates

for metropolitan whites and blacks within each occupation-employment status'

class hold for central city whites and blacks within each occupaCion-employment

status class (see footnote 6). Since this is equivalent to asserting that the

central city share of a metropolitan area's out-migrants (of race r and of

occupation-employment class 0) during a period is equal to the central city

share of the metropolitan residents (of race r and of occupation-employment

class 0) that did not out-migrate during the period, one can estimate the value

of OC as follows:
r

,"

10 [ Number of City Nonmovers (r,o)
OCr • t +Number of Intra-SMSA Intracit Movers

Number of SMSA Nonmovers (r,o)
owl +Number of Intra-SMSA Movers (r,o)

(
Number of Ou'-migraa,. fro. 'MSA ,a o;ner 'MSA (r.o~

x +Number of Out-migrants from SMSA to non-SMSA (r,o) ~

It should be emphasized that this estimation does hot, assume that the out

migration rate' for all city labor force males equals the out-migration rate for

all metropolitan labor force males but ra ther that the difference in the

respective out-migration rates for these populations is attributable to the

differences in their race and occupation-employment status compositions.

Computation of Per Capita Income Vaiues for Resident and ~lovement Stream Components

Because per capita income values for metropolitan resident and movement

stream components canno,t be obtained directly from available da t,a , the values
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are estimated through an indirect standardization procedure using the actual race

and occupation-employment compositions of each resident and movement;: stream

component, and estimated per capita income values for each r~ce and occupation

employment status-specific component. TIle estimated values al!e based on detaileel

income tabulations for comparable population subgroups in the metropolitan area's

census region, compiled from the 1%0 and 1970 Census State PUblic U::;e Sample

files as presented in the third column of Chart A. (Subgroup per capita income

values were derived from the detailed income tabulations by: (a) weighting the

midpoint of each closed income category by the subgroup proportion in that

category; (b) estimating the mean of the open-ended category using the Pareto·

f~nction (Klein, 1962; pp. 152-53) and weighting by the subgroup propo~tion in

that category; and (c) summing the weighted values.)

Reproducing the standardizat:Lon formula in the teJ\t (equation 5), the per

capita income estimate for a metropolitan area's resid.ent or migration stream

component, XX.r, is computed as follows:

Yxx•r =

10
~

0=1

10
~

0=1

**(XX y.. )
1".0 XX.r.o

(xx )
1".0

The sizes of resident or movement stream components, XX ,are computed as
1".0

comb.'.nations of the Chart A population subcategor::1.es defined above (although

not sunnned over the 10 occupation-employment status categories). The respective
** .per capita income values, Yxx: ' are themselves estimated through an indirect

.1".0

standardization wherein their corresponding resident or movement stream components,

XX , and are defined as combinations of Chart A population subcategories. The
1".0

computation formulas for these values based on the source tabulations in the chart

are as follows:
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Intracity Movere
CC

r

C~umb.r ot City ~onmov.r. (r,o) x P.r Capita Inco.. ot City Nonmo~.re (r,o)
+~ucb.r ot Intra-SHSA, Intracity Mover. (r,o) x Per Capita Inco~e ot Intra-SMSA,

1(1

t
0-1

T •
CC.r

10
y • t !Iumber ot Intra-SMSA Suburb-to-CityMovere (1',0)
se. r 0-1

x 'Per Capita Incoine, ot Intra-SMSA Suburb-to-City Movera (r ,0)
se,r

10
t lIlJ1llber ot Intra-SMS,\ City-to-Suburb Movere (r,o) , x Per Capita Income ot Intrll-SMSA Suburb-to-City,Hovera (1',,',"')

0-1 CS, r,
10 (+~UQ~Q~ o~ ~n-ldBrnnt. co City tro.. oth..r SI1SA (1',0) 'x Par Capita In~o~.. o~ In....illr..nt. to Cii:y froll other SIISA (r,o»)

TXc•
r

• t . um eo 0 ~..",t rants to Cit trolll non-SMSA r 0 x I~er Ca ita Income ot In....i rante to Cltv fe"111 n n-S"SA r "

~l r '

K
'Number 'ot City llonmovere (r,o) ~ (Number ot Out-lIligranta tro.. SMSA to other SMSA (r,o) ~

"'__ll;;;:uc:;~;;;.:;r-;o~t:-f,In::;-::t'ir,,;a-is::H:::SA~,=In::t,?r-=-ac::i:.;t:LY...:Mo=v.l!..r~s~(£.;r,l!:J.0) x x Pelr Capita Inco.... ot Out-migrenra from SIlSA to otMr S~·, (r,o)
Number of 511:;/\ Norunovare (r,o) ......

, +Number of Intra-S:iSA Movars (r,o) , ~,.,_. t10 _.' " TU.......r ° Out-lIligr""t. trom S11SA to non-5~.sA (r,o)
x Par Capita Incom. ot Out-migrant. trOlll SMSA to non-Sl1S.\ ~ ,0)

Toe.l'· : OCr
0-1.

Because of confidentiality constxaints and other limitations on geography

characteristics available with the census Public Use Sample files, the

**population subcategories used to estimate per capita income values Y ,
, XX.r.o

(in the third column of Chart A) do not correspond precisely to those

available with the published metropolitan migration tabulations (in the

second column of Chart A). However, the Public Use Sample-generated tabulations

do preserve the important analytic distinctions between subcategories of (a)

metropolitan nqnmovers, (b) intrametropolitan' movers,. (c) metropolitan-to

nonmetropolit~nmigrants and, (d) nonmetropolitan-to-metropolitan migrants,

which provide sufficient ,estimates for our indirect standardization that is

based on the actual population subcategories, and individual race and occupation

employment status .compositions of each metropolitan area's resident and movement

stream component s.
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